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News From CCE
By Barb Neal, Ag Agent and Horticulture Agent for Tioga County

Inside this issue:


Cornell soils goes into
space!



Bee nests—how to make
them



Growing garlic

This issue has webinars and online resources for everyone—raising pastured
pigs, virtual tours of the sustainable landscapes of Cornell, farm business
questions, watershed webinars and more. I guarantee you will find something
interesting to view in this issue.



Road salt and your plants



Workshops — online of
course

Many of these webinars are on the Zoom platform. If you have not yet
ventured into attending a Zoom meeting, I encourage you to try. First, watch
this short film about using Zoom. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9isp3qPeQ0E



And more!

Winter is on our doorstep, and with it colder temperatures, biting winds and
blowing snow. But it also means workshops! Of course, with our counties
still dealing with significant COVID infections, all workshops are online.
While it does not substitute for face to face meetings, there is one big
advantage of online webinars—you can view them from the comfort of your
home, sitting in your easy chair.

Then try one!

Reminder: CFAP 2 Assistance Available for Farmers
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) announced the availability of an
additional $14 billion dollars for agricultural producers who continue to face
market disruptions and associated costs because of COVID-19. Signup for the
Coronavirus Food Assistance Program (CFAP 2) began Sept. 21, 2020 and runs
through Dec. 11, 2020. This program provides financial assistance that gives
producers the ability to absorb increased marketing costs associated with the
COVID-19 pandemic. Producers will be compensated for ongoing market disruptions and assisted with the associated marketing costs.
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Commodities eligible for CFAP 2 payments include but are not limited to: row
crops, livestock, specialty crops, dairy, aquaculture as well as additional commodities. USDA has made changes to the program and payment rates from the
first round of CFAP payments. CFAP 2 payments will be made for three categories of commodities: Price Trigger
Commodities, Flatrate Crops and
Sales Commodities.
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For more specific information about the Chemung
County Master Gardener program, please contact
Jingjing Yin at 607-734-4453 or jy578@cornell.edu.
For more information about the Tioga County Master Gardener program, please contact Barb Neal at
607-687-4020 or ban1@cornell.edu.

Protect your Landscape Now from Road
Salt Damage Later

owners use them to prevent falls on their driveways
and sidewalks. Municipalities use them to promote
safety on local roadways. Experts estimate that our
highway departments will spread between 20 and 22
million tons of salts on the nation’s roads. Studies
also show that concentrations of de-icing salts can
leach away from a treated roadway for up to 10 feet
from the road’s edge. Sodium chloride (rock salt) is
the most common chemical ice treatment, accounting
for 98.5% of the salt spread on roads and other hard
surfaces. While there are other compounds proven to
have lesser environmental effects (e.g., calcium chloride, calcium magnesium acetate), they are more expensive and so less popular.

By Barbara Classen, Chemung County Master Gardener
Gardeners know that fall is a good time for planting.
It’s also a good time to prep new beds (cardboard anyone?) so that they will be ready to be planted in the
spring. I have a spot just begging to be beautified, and
I’ve been giving some thought to what I’ll plant next
year. However, there’s one problem that needs a solution before anything can go in the ground. The bed
will sit close to the road – right in the path of runoff
from winter road salt and mounds of contaminated
snow deposited by town plows. This is a pretty common problem, so here is some information I hope othRoad salt impacts water, soil, and plant nutrition.
ers will find useful.
Plant roots in the road salt zone absorb less water.
Chemicals in road salt displace potassium and phosThe use of anti-icing and/or de-icing compounds is
phorous to the detriment of soil health. Soils in the
widespread in New York and elsewhere. Homesalt zone become denser and more compacted with
predictable consequences – poor drainage and aeration. At the same time, the nutritional values phosphorous and potassium usually provide are not available. As a result, plant growth is inhibited and plants
lose overall vigor. Road salt can damage all parts of a
plant. It can distort or even kill stems. Leaves will
not develop normally. They may be fewer, smaller,
scorched, or discolored, especially on the sides of the
plant facing the road. In the fall, leaves may develop
color and/or drop earlier. Buds may develop more
slowly or even die back. Flowers too can be delayed
or smaller. Severe weather events during the year can
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increase these effects, making winter salting a yearround problem.
What can homeowners do to minimize road salt damage? First, we can avoid using rock salt in favor of
less toxic chemicals or non-chemical substances such
as sand or sawdust. A more challenging but still viable option is to erect a barrier between our plants and
the road. More practically, we can water well before
spring root growth begins, especially if late-season
storms brought the salt trucks out in force. Finally,
and most simply, we can use salt tolerant plants in areas of our landscape most vulnerable to damage (those
closest to the road and/or walkways and driveways).

leaves to obtain sterols,” said Todd Ugine, a research associate
in the lab of John Losey, professor of entomology. Ugine is
the first author and Losey is a co-author of the paper,
“Herbivory Improves the Fitness of Predatory Beetles,”
published Sept. 10 in the Journal of Animal Ecology.
The study is important because farmers often rely on wild ladybugs to control aphids on their crops, so knowing which
plants ladybugs will and won’t eat provides insights into how
the beetles function in the field. The results also may help
with conservation efforts as many native ladybug species have
experienced precipitous declines across North America.
In addition, animals are known to have appetites for five major nutrients – carbohydrate, fat, protein, sodium and calcium
– but this research revealed that aphid-eating ladybugs have a
sixth appetite – for sterols.

An hour or two searching online will turn up extensive
listings of salt tolerant plants from trees to groundcovers. Cornell University and the University of Vermont Extension are good places to start. Here are
some examples to get you started:
Trees: Northern Red Oak, Black Tupelo, Colorado Spruce, Crabapple, Japanese Tree Lilac
Shrubs: Beautyberry, Inkberry, Japanese Holly,
Summersweet, Chinese Juniper, Mugo Pine
Perennial flowers: Artemisia (‘Silver Mound’),
some daylilies (‘Stella d’oro’), Dianthus, Peony, Russian Sage, Sedum ‘Autumn Joy’

A ninespotted lady beetle (Coccinella novemnotata) on a
verbena. Photo: Todd Ugine/Cornell University

“There are only a few known appetites in the world and
they’re very specific to essential nutrients, but here we have
Perennial ornamental grasses: Feather Reed Grass uncovered a new appetite in the animal kingdom,” Ugine said.

(‘Karl Foerster’), Little Bluestem

In the study, Ugine collected seven different ladybug species.
In the lab, he reared pea aphids on fava bean plants, yielding
Annuals: Calendula, Dusty Miller, Geranium, Or- aphids with very low sterol levels. Ugine then set up four
namental Cabbage/Kale, Petunia
treatments for each of the seven species: males reared solely
on the pea aphids; males reared on pea aphids and sterol-rich
Groundcovers: Ajuga species, Liriope, Sedum
leaves; and females reared in both treatments.

species, Veronica species, Waldsteinia

Ladybugs love their leafy greens

“Generally, all of the beetles survived very well,” Ugine said,
“but when we looked at the total number of eggs laid and the
percentage of eggs and females that were viable, that’s when
we saw a huge effect.”

Most predators obtain a balanced diet from their prey, but
Cornell researchers recently discovered that in the case of
aphid-eating ladybugs, the rule doesn’t apply.

For every species, females that mated with omnivorous males
laid more eggs, more of those eggs hatched, and the total percentage of females that laid eggs that hatched increased, compared with females that mated with males reared on aphids
alone.

That’s because a diet consisting solely of aphids lacks an essential nutrient –sterols, like cholesterol – which all male animals need to make sperm, hormones, and to maintain cell
health.

A 2019 paper by the same team first identified sterol deficiency and an appetite for sterols in one ladybug species. Tests
confirmed that the lady beetles sought out, identified and ate
sterols when deficient.

As a result, farm-friendly aphid-eating ladybugs supplement
their diets with sterol-rich leafy greens.

Future work will focus on uncovering sterol taste receptors
and whether other insects that specialize on aphids, such as
the larvae of lacewings and hoverflies, lack sterols and also
crave them.

By Krishna Ramanujan |Cornell Chronicle 9/28/2020

“We showed that a large group of predacious lady beetles eat
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Growing Garlic – a three season crop! bulbs must first be refrigerated at 40 degrees for 40
By Elizabeth Takakjian, Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk County

days so it goes through a vernalization period before
you separate the cloves. Then you can plant the
cloves one and a half to two inches deep.

FALL
Planting and Mulching
Garlic grows best in rich, loose soil that has been enhanced with compost. Fall is the optimal time for
planting garlic just after the first killing frost sometime between mid- October through November. My
grandmother liked to plant root crops around Columbus Day while another farmer I know uses Halloween
as his benchmark. Plant with the scab, or basal, end
down. Place the cloves two to three inches deep and
six to eight inches apart, this will prevent frost heaving, and reduces problems with rot and mildew. Cover with a three-inch layer of organic mulch such as
seed-free shredded leaves, grass clippings or straw.
SPRING
Growing
Garlic likes a weed free environment so after the soil
has warmed up, mulch again as needed. Try interplanting with lettuce, carrots, onions, and beets. If
you didn’t plant your garlic in the fall, you’ll need do
an extra step before you put it in the ground: the
4

Fertilization
Garlic benefits from split fertilizer applications; half
in the fall – the compost you added into the bed preparation, and half in the spring- either, bonemeal or
compost as a side dressing along the emerging plants.
Some folks prefer to foliar (leaf) feed their garlic
plants in the spring before they’ve gotten to the

fourth leaf stage. Use a fish and seaweed nutrient
spray when the plants are 3-4 inches tall. Best results
if applied a day or two after rain/irrigation. The plant
will usually respond with a deep blue-green leaf color.
Irrigation

recently grew sod. Try this trick for getting rid of
wireworms: cut a potato in half and skewer it on a
stick. Bury the potato underground with the stick protruding from the soil. After a few days, pull it out. If
infested wrap in plastic bag and throw it away.

SUMMER
Use irrigation to supplement rainfall. Taper off on wa- Harvest and Storage
tering in June as soon as the scapes (flower stalks)
Garlic Scapes – flower stalks from 1-6 feet in height
have formed their curls on hard/ophio garlic.
will rise above the leafy portion of the ophio garlic
Watering Tip – How do you tell if your soil is moist plant; in late spring around June, it will curl and only
enough?
then can they be harvested. This will result in two
benefits: bigger blubs for your growing garlic and a
Use this time honored method: Brush aside the top
tasty treat from the garden for you. Scapes can be saufew inches of soil and grab a handful of
téed to add flavor to your dishes or made into a wonearth. Squeeze it in your hand…if the ball is muddy derful pesto. Remember to leave one or two scapes as
or soggy then the soil is too wet. If the soil crumbles an easy indicator for when the garlics are ready to harand you can’t form a ball then it’s too dry. Anything vest: sometime in July they straighten up indicating
in between in okay.
that the garlic is ready to be harvested.
Pests and Diseases – Although generally a disease
free plant here are a few problems to be aware of
when growing garlic.

When to harvest:

Soft neck/Artichoke bulbs – harvest when the tops fall
over and the bottom leaves have turned yellow, but
Garlic Bloat Nematode – ditylenchus dipsaci –a small the plant still has at least four – five green leaves reworm-like organism usually too small to be seen with maining.
the naked eye. It will persist in the soil for many
years. Crop rotations, cleaning dirt from tools and
Hard neck/Orphio garlics – harvest when an average
boots, are important in controlling the spread of this
of six green leaves remain
nematode. Symptoms: Early – twisted, stunted
leaves. Late- bottom of plant becomes bloated and
Harvest and move to a shaded area with GOOD air
spongy; severe stunting. The infected plants should be circulation for drying. A temperature range of 65-75
dug, not pulled from the ground so that the entire ba- degrees Fahrenheit is recommended. The curing, drysal plate is removed. Dispose of by burning or throw- ing, process may take up to two weeks. Trim leaves
ing out in a plastic bag.
and roots to about a half inch after curing. Gently remove only loose wrapper layers, just one if you can.
White Rot – Sclerotium cepivorum –occurs at
cooler temps (50-60). Symptoms: yellow
leaves and die-back of leaf tips; eventually
roots are destroyed.
Basal Rot – Fusarium oxysporum – soil born
fungus that invades weak plants. Similar to
White Rot but occurs at much higher temperature (above 75) and generally becomes evident late in the growing season.
Onion Thips – thrips tabaci – sucking insect
causes leaves to appear silvery. Active in
warm weather and dry seasons. Can be treated with biological and chemical controls.
Wireworms – Limonius aka Click beetle may attack bulbs especially in fields which
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Wild Bee Nests and Building Wild Bee
Houses
From University of Minnesota Bee Lab https://
www.beelab.umn.edu/wild-bees/wild-bees-and-houses
Wild bees are important pollinators of many fruits and wild
flowers. The best way to provide nests for native bees is to
provide undisturbed areas where they can make their own
nests. Some key elements to provide are standing, dead
stems, downed logs, brush piles, and most importantly, undisturbed ground (both bare and covered with thatch).
Most bees (between 60 and 70%) dig burrows in the ground. blocks. If you would like to observe native bee nesting, you
These bees prefer dry, sandy soil bare of vegetation, often on can construct your own nests for cavity nesting bees. Please
note that these nests need maintenance otherwise they can
cause more harm than good. Learn about wild bee diversity
and how to attract them to your garden or farm by providing
nesting habitat in this beautiful pamphlet written by Joel
Gardner. Download free pamphlet (.pdf)
We suggest you create habitat for cavity-nesting bees by
managing the stems in your garden.
Steps to create stem-nesting bee habitat
• Provide hollow and pithy stems from flowers and grasses.
• Cut stems in spring.
• Provide a variety of stem heights from 8 to 24+ inches.
• Provide a variety of stem diameters from 1/8 to 5/16 inch.
• Leave stems through summer, winter, and at least the first
half of second summer.
• To deter parasites, don’t clump or bundle stems.
• Bees will use vertical, horizontal, or angled stems.
hillsides. You can attract ground-nesting bees simply by
• Protect the plants from pesticide exposure.
making sure to leave some spots of exposed, undisturbed soil • Provide diverse plants nearby to provide other nesting
in your yard.
needs such as leaves, plant hairs, and resin.
The other 30-40%, the cavity-nesting bees, require a bit
more effort. These bees use hollow plant stems or holes in
wood left by wood-boring beetles, instead of digging their
own tunnel in the ground. A nesting bee will use mud,
leaves, or another material to build walls and divide the tunnel into a linear series of small, sealed cells. Each cell contains a lump of pollen and an egg, which usually takes one
year to develop into an adult bee and the cycle can begin
anew. You can attract cavity-nesting bees by providing tunnels in a
man-made
structure
called a bee
house—like
a bird house
for bees.
Three common types
of bee house
are stick
bundles,
wood
blocks and
observation
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Provide open water for mud-building bees.

More information in this flier:
v5.pdf

stem-nesting-bee-handout-

The Bee Real, Bee Everywhere project is an interdisciplinary
collaboration between researcher Colleen Satyshur and artists Christine Baumler, Amanda Lovelee, and Julie Benda.
Imagined as an experiment in providing places for bees to
thrive in urban environments, four floating bee “skyrises”
house removable cavity-nesting bee blocks. The blocks are
arranged in the sculptures to create a comparison between
East and South facing blocks and nest holes of different sizes.
Find out more about Bee Real, Bee Everywhere here.
Bumble bees are a bit different. The basics of what they
need are a sheltered space with insulating material. In your
yard, this can be a compost pile, piles of dried grass at the
base of native grasses, or a raised bed that has sticks and logs
at the base (look up hugelkultur to learn more). If you are
able to leave leaves on the ground and add some logs to
leave to rot, they seem to be attracted to those. Some people
do make houses that bumble bees can use for nesting. People

who put out houses have a 0-10% success rate so it
may not be worth the effort compared to habitat creation. If you would like to try, the Bumble Bee Conservation Trust has created a guide: Making a bumble bee nest.

The Bioswale Garden at Cornell Botanic Gardens cleanses
stormwater runoff from the adjacent parking lot, before it flows
into Beebe Lake. Photo: Chris Kitchen/Cornell University

Sustainable Landscapes Trail offers virtual tour
Shannon Dortch, Cornell Chronicle, October 13, 2020
Cornell’s Sustainable Landscapes Trail now can be explored
virtually, in a new narrated video tour from Cornell Botanic Gardens.
The 16 sites on the trail promote open spaces, natural areas and
landscapes with unique sustainability features that enhance and
promote healthy ecosystems. Most of these features were designed
with staff, student, faculty and research collaboration.
Through the trail, the Cornell community can learn about the many
benefits of the natural environment and from properly functioning
ecosystems. This is known as “ecosystem services,” and they support our survival and quality of life, directly and indirectly. They
include reducing storm water runoff, improving water and air quality, and conserving energy.
Stops on the trail include seven at Cornell Botanic Gardens, which
has long played a prominent role in campus sustainability efforts.
“Almost everything we do at Botanic Gardens is sustainable landscape, one way or another,” said Todd Bittner, director of natural
areas. “Our mission to conserve biodiversity aligned perfectly with
purpose of this trail. It allows us to share our sustainability efforts,
as well as the challenges that follow, and to advocate for sustainable practices.”
The Sustainable Landscapes Trail launched in 2018. It features
innovative gardens, green roofs, native and low-maintenance
lawns, bioswales and water-management landscapes, sites using patented CU-Soil to enhance urban trees, and sites that
demonstrate sustainable pest management practices.
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Funds available for supplies and equipment to help area farms fend off COVID19

Find an application at https://www.nycamh.org/about/fundingopportunities.php or contact NYCAMH by phone at 800-3437527 or e-mail at stopCOVIDonfarms@bassett.org

The COVID-19 pandemic has added a new burden to already
challenged farmers. In response, the New York Center for Agricultural Medicine and Health (NYCAMH) has created a matching fund program for farms in Chenango, Delaware, Otsego, and
Tioga Counties. The funds help to pay for supplies and equipment needed to prevent COVID-19 from spreading on farm operations.

Tap into the Syrup Possibilities on Your Farm

Unlike many grants applications, which can be complicated and
lengthy, the application process for the Stop Covid On Your
Farm program is very simple.

Maple syrup production is rapidly growing around the Northeast and offers a sound financial opportunity to utilize woodlots. Explore the range of possibilities for maple sugaring on
your land — be it for supplemental income or for your livelihood — with our course, Intro to Maple Syrup Production:
Sugaring for Profit.
Register Now: Intro to Maple Syrup Production

Along with helping you assess the potential for maple sugaring on your land, this course also covers "alternative" trees
production, including birch and black walnut. The content
1. Meet with a NYCAMH Ag Safety Educator at the farm to for
presented assumes the student has little past knowledge of
learn how COVID-19 could spread and explore possible ways to sugaring, but a background in agriculture or forestry will be
prevent that.
very helpful.
Fill out a short, easy-to-understand application

Complete the project and submit your receipts. You are then reimbursed 50% of the cost of the project – up to $1500
The application includes a list of suggested projects, such as:



Cleaning supplies (soap, laundry detergent, disinfectants,
single use towels)

This course is for anyone exploring the feasibility of sugaring
on their land. While the basics will be covered, many seasoned sugarmakers will benefit from the content, especially
the new research that will be presented.
After completing this course, students will be able to:



Thermometers and visitor logs



Handwashing stations



Plexiglas/curtain separators

Develop and manage a forest stand for optimal maple
sap production and long-term health and productivity



Touchless time clock software/services





Hooks, hangers, lockers for employees

Equipment for improving ventilation or air quality
Because each farm is unique, farms are encouraged to propose
projects based on their specific needs. For example, LBJ Farms,
a dairy in Delaware County has improved ventilation by installing fans in the barn and the milk house. “Airflow in the barn
and milk room are now amazing after installing the fans,” said
owner Steve Bishop.

This matching fund program is made available through a generous grant from the Community Foundation for South Central
New York. The Foundation’s program officer, Tina Barber, says:
“Keeping farmers safe and healthy means they can continue to
provide vital food and dairy products to communities experiencing food insecurity.”



Identify the potential opportunities for producing maple
sap and syrup on your land



Understand the costs and benefits of utilizing buckets,
bags, gravity tubing, or vacuum enhanced tubing systems to
gather sap



Design a maple tubing system to achieve maximum sap
yields in a cost-effective manner



Understand the pros and cons and logistics of buying sap
or leasing taps as a means of expanding your production



Process sap into syrup in a cost-effective manner that is
appropriate for the size of the operation
Filter, package, and label maple syrup for sale according to
the new grading system developed by the International Maple
Syrup Institute

The bulk of the course happens on your own time, with discussions, readings and assignments in Teachable, our online
NYCAMH’s Director Julie Sorensen added, “The pandemic has course platform. To add to the experience, live webinars will
presented challenges for all of us. However, given farmers desig- be held during the live instruction period — from November
nation as “essential workers” they have had the unenviable task 5 to December 17, 2020, on Thursday evenings at 7 p.m. ET
of looking for ways to stay open while keeping workers safe. We (skipping the week of the Thanksgiving holiday). These
hope the funding and technical assistance provided through the
webinars allow you to meet on a weekly basis to learn from
Stop COVID On Your Farm Program will make it easier for
presenters and ask questions in real-time. If you miss one,
farms to balance these demands.”
they are always recorded and posted for later viewing.
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Support Local Farms and Local Farmers
Some websites to explore:

Buy Local Food—a searchable website with farmers who
sell direct to consumers. You can narrow your search for
product and location: https://buylocalfoodny.org/
Finger Lakes Farm Country—an agritourism website,
but includes maple, honey, and other products available for
sale: https://fingerlakesfarmcountry.com/
Meat Suite: buy quantities of meat fr om local suppliers: https://www.meatsuite.com/

Motorists Should Watch For Deer and Moose on or Near Roadways
DEC is reminding drivers that deer and moose become more active during the breeding season and are more likely to enter
public roadways in the fall. Two-thirds of the crashes between deer and vehicles occur during the months of October, November, and December. Motorists should also be alert for moose on roadways in the Adirondacks and surrounding areas this
time of year.
Motorists should be aware that animals are especially active at dawn and dusk when visibility may be reduced and commuter
traffic may be heavy. DEC recommends these precautions motorists can take to reduce the chance of hitting a deer or moose:



Decrease speed when you approach deer near roadsides. Deer
can "bolt" or change direction at
the last minute.



If you see a deer go across the
road, decrease speed and be careful. Deer often travel in groups so
expect other deer to follow.



Use emergency lights or a
headlight signal to warn other
drivers when deer are seen on or
near the road.



Use caution on roadways
marked with deer crossing signs.



Use extreme caution when
driving at dawn or dusk, when
animal movement is at its highest
and visibility is reduced.
Photo by Bill Richardson
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USDA Providing Additional COVID Assistance to Farmers and Ranchers
Up to an additional $14 billion is available for agricultural
producers who continue to face market disruptions and associated costs because of COVID-19. Signup for the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program (CFAP 2) will begin September 21 and run through December 11, 2020. CFAP 2 payments will be made for three categories of commodities –
Price Trigger Commodities, Flat-rate Crops, and Sales Commodities. Producers can apply for CFAP 2 at USDA’s Farm
Service Agency (FSA) county offices.
Learn more and apply by December 11th, 2020.

farm and food system on the agricultural economy and
assist in highlighting lessons learned to strengthen the
food system going forward.

Foundations in Hemp Production on line Series,
starts Nov 9, fee
This 12 session virtual, live series will utilize experts and
researchers in the area of agronomy, plant breeding, entomology, plant pathology and business management. Production
topics will be tailored for Northeast/Atlantic area for indoor
& field growers with special attention to NY market and
legal conditions.

Develop a Successful Farm Business with Pigs
Survey of Dairy x Beef Use on Dairies in New York
Are you a dairy producer in New York State? The usage of
beef on dairy genetics has steadily grown over the last few
years, and we are working towards understanding the trends
and markets of this strategy. Has your farm used beef sires
as a part of your breeding strategy?
Even if you have not used beef sires in your dairy herd, you
are encouraged to take the following survey to fully quantify
the usage of beef sires. If you have not used beef sires, the
survey should only take a minute to complete.
We ask you to take this survey, put together by Cornell Cooperative Extension Regional Dairy Specialists. This survey
can be accessed using the QR code below, or at the following
link: https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/
SV_4HHU14xa0XN4xg1
The survey should take approximately 15 minutes to complete. You can start it now and access it again later for completion, if needed. Your participation in this survey will help
Cornell Cooperative Extension to: compile data on usage of
beef sires on dairy farms in New York State; assemble common practices & gather financial parameters for marketing
dairy x beef calves in New York State and provide information on the current dairy x beef market
The survey will be open for several months, starting midOctober. For questions, please contact Margaret Quaassdorff
(maq27@cornell.edu) or Betsy Hicks (bjh246@cornell.edu),
Regional Dairy Specialists with Cornell Cooperative Extension.
We sincerely appreciate your participation and we look forward to sharing our results with the dairy industry!

Want to learn the basics of raising pastured pigs and marketing pork products? Take our online course, Getting Started
with Pastured Pigs, and learn how to have a profitable pastured pig enterprise.
Pigs can function as a profitable stand-alone enterprise or can
be integrated into your existing farm structure to provide a
variety of products and make use of marginal lands that
would otherwise go unused. Pigs are also ideal for turning
agricultural wastes such as spent grain, whey, or seconds into
a valuable product, and with proper management they can
improve the land where they are kept.
This course is formatted to guide beginning farmers through
the production and marketing of pigs raised in pasture settings. Through this course, students will:

Learn the basics of raising pigs, including feed, water, shelter, fencing, and basic health care. Be able to articulate why
soil quality, crop planning and proper pre-plant preparation
are critical to success
Understand how integrating pigs into your operation can generate profit from marginal lands, various on farm wastes, and
multi-species grazing
Develop a marketing plan that will take into account the rules
and regulations in New York State (students from other states
will need to research parallel laws in their area) regarding the
sale of live animals, animal products, and value-added products
Understand the common perils and pitfalls that affect pastured pig growers
With the help of the class and the instructor, outline a basic
production plan for pigs on your particular property including
fencing set up, water set up, and integrating the animals into
your existing on-farm enterprises

Cornell College of Ag and Life Science and Cooperative Extension Release papers focusing on 2020 and the The bulk of the course happens on your own time, with discussions, readings and assignments in Teachable, our online
effects of COVID on Food and Farms in New York
course platform. To add to the experience, live webinars will
In this series of nine discussion papers, Cornell CALS ex- be held during the live instruction period — from November
perts seek to provide perspectives and insights on the im- 2 to December 7, 2020, on Monday evenings at 6:30 p.m.
ET. These webinars allow you to meet on a weekly basis to
pact of COVID-19 to selected agricultural sectors. Their
learn from presenters and ask questions in real time.
goals are to assist in bringing a greater understanding of
the effects of immediate and sustained disruptions in the
12

Striking pay dirt: Cornell soil soars to
the space station
By Blaine Friedlander | Cornell Chronicle, September 24,
2020

“We don’t know the role that gravity plays in driving soil
biogeochemical processes,” Irons said. “We want to fundamentally understand the impact of gravity on fungal and microbial systems, within the context of soil aggregate stability.”

Astronauts won’t need to fumble with loose dirt in plastic
Morgan Irons is about to help make space-exploration histo- containers and risk spilling it: It will be in 36 plastic selfry – and all she needed was a shovel and some dirt.
contained vials, for a total of one-tenth of a pound of dirt
from three experiments. One set will contain soil from
Irons, a doctoral student in soil and crop sciences, will see
around Ithaca, New York; another set will contain highthe soil she scooped from a Cornell farm organic plot launch
performance engineered soil containing biochar from the
into space on the evening of Sept. 29. It will hitch a ride
Ithaca-based company bio365, overseen by John Gaunt; the
aboard a resupply mission bound for the International Space
third set will be from Matthias Rillig, a pr ofessor at Fr eie
Station (ISS) – orbiting about 254 miles above Earth.
Universität Berlin, Germany.
“This will be the first time that a soil ecosystem has left the
confines of Earth and we study what it does,”
said Johannes Lehmann, pr ofessor of soil science in the
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and principal investigator of the project. “This is a bit of a nerdy historic
moment, but I’m very excited about it.”
While Irons knows this study likely will be a step to help
future long-term space missions take humanity deep into the
solar system and beyond, the gravity experiments could lead
to better understanding of soil’s unique characteristics.
“Hopefully,” she said, “this experiment in space helps farmers down here on Earth, so that we all can thrive and live
sustainably.”
Among Irons’ partners on this experiment are Rhodium Scientific, LLC, in Houston, which provides official NASA and
ISS National Laboratory space-flight implementation services; Norfolk Institute, Norfolk, Virginia, a non-profit research group that supports research in human resiliency on
Earth and in space; and bio365, a company that creates engineered soils containing biochar.
Funding for Irons’ fellowship was provided by the National
Science Foundation and a special fund set up by Norfolk
Institute and with contributions from bio365, Deep Space
Ecology, Inc., Rhodium Scientific and the Zwillenberg-Tietz
Foundation.
On the space station, researchers have used hydroponic
planting systems, seeds placed in engineered growth media,
and highly modified, mineral soil, said Irons, but this
experiment will be different. “This would be the first
time that natural, unmodified Earth soil and engineered biochar soils have been brought up to space,”
she said.
Soil aggregates consist of particles that bind to one
another for carbon sequestration, nutrient retention
and soil aeration. Aggregation is considered a soilhealth indicator that depends on fungal and microbial
adhesives to bind mineral and organic matter.
Since natural and biochar-containing soils have never
been studied in space, scientists don’t know how they
react without gravity.
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NASA flight allocation and ISS use was provided by the ISS
National Laboratory -– Center for the Advancement of Science in Space.

rent trends in the culinary industry and this
combines two of the industry’s hottest
movements: food trucks and farm-to-table.”
CCE’s Harvest New York agricultural economic development team has been helping
to pave the way for the “Farm to School to
You” food truck. Specialist Cheryl Thayer
and farm-to-institution coordinator Becky
O’Connor are heavily involved in the district’s farm-to-school program, and helped
BPS conceptualize the project. Thayer and
O’Connor worked with local farmers to procure fresh produce, dairy and meat products
for the entire BPS farm-to -school program.
“The Buffalo farm-to-school team saw the
food truck as a literal and figurative vehicle to address persistent challenges in their farm-to-school program, which inCCE helps Buffalo get school food
clude forging a deeper connection to the classroom, providtruck rolling
ing a more effective means to engage the community, and
offering a solution to expand the program beyond just the
By R.J. Anderson |Cornell Chronicle, October 15, 2020
school lunch program,” Thayer said. “It also amplifies the
district’s ability to use and purchase more locally grown and
Rolling up to the parking lot of West Hertel Academy in Buf- produced food.”
falo on Oct. 7, the Buffalo Public Schools’ (BPS) brand new
food truck brought eye-popping style and hot, wholesome
During the 2019-20 school year, the Buffalo farm to school
local food to students and families in the West Buffalo inner program spent more than $2 million – more than 40% of its
city neighborhood.
lunch expenditures – on New York produce, juice, dairy and
beef products. Meals from the food truck include nachos, hot
With a splashy paint scheme designed by a local artist, the
dogs and rice bowls, which use beef raised by Empire State
“Farm to School to You” food truck – developed with input Farms and beans grown by Genesee Valley Bean Co. The
from Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE) – will visit sites tomatoes, lettuce and bell peppers used in these menu items
throughout the city to bring free meals to families in need,
are from Eden Valley Growers, a vegetable cooperative in
regardless of whether they have children enrolled in the dis- Eden, New York, and Groundwork Market Garden, an urban
trict. BPS is currently offering online only instruction due to farm in Buffalo.
COVID-19 pandemic.
“The district’s commitment to support beginner and urban
“We want to provide an opportunity for families to help
farmers is an important one,” Thayer said. “Those types of
meet their budget needs,” said Bridget O’Brien-Wood, BPS operations typically struggle to enter institutional markets
food service director. “Seventy-six percent of our students
because they can’t meet volume and distribution needs. Yet,
qualify for a free meal, so we know families are facing big
they are located in the district’s backyard and are critically
challenges right now. We are determined to get this farm-to- important members of our community food system.”
school food truck out on the road to offer our families a hot,
nutritious lunch.”
R.J. Anderson is a writer, photographer and communications
team leader for Cornell Cooperative Extension.
When BPS students return to in-person instruction, the food
truck will rotate through the district’s 16 high schools and its
various child nutrition programs, including afterschool and
summer food service programs. BPS food service workers
will serve hot lunches made with locally grown ingredients,
and teachers and staff will provide educational opportunities
linked to the district’s farm-to-school programming.
One of those opportunities: experiential learning for culinary
arts students in Buffalo. They’ll develop farm-to-table menus, then serve locally sourced items from the food truck at
Buffalo-area child and adult care program sites.
“Food trucks have become an integral part of the nation’s
culinary fabric, and we are excited to be able to offer our
students this amazing opportunity,” said Katie Schuta, principal at Buffalo School of Culinary Arts and Hospitality Management. “We want to keep our students abreast of the cur-
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whether these legal entities would be appropriate for their
individual situations and goals.
Session 1: Is an LLC Right for Me?
Have you ever wondered whether forming an LLC would be
good for your farm? This workshop is for any agricultural
business operating as a sole proprietorship or partnership,
interested in learning about the costs and benefits of Limited
Liability Corporations. Chris Anderson from Farm Credit
East will review common farm business structures, then discuss how to evaluate whether an LLC is a good fit for your
specific circumstances. We will also discuss the process of
setting up an LLC, selecting and working with advisors, and
making changes to an LLC over time.
Session 2: What is a Trust & Does My Farm Need One?

This session will help farmers and rural landowners understand what a trust is, and whether it is the right tool to protect
and manage their assets. Our speaker, business consultant
Anna Richards, will describe several types of trusts commonly used in farm business and succession planning, and discuss
the process a farm goes through to set up and manage a trust.
Price Risk Management for Dairy Farmers—Master the
Tools to Manage Your Milk Price
When: 7pm - 9pm on November 3 & 10, 2020
Where: Virtual meeting via Zoom
Cost: $10.00 per farm for both sessions

Register online: https://tinyurl.com/
PriceRiskMgtDairyFarmers
Please join CCE Capital Area Ag & Hort Program’s Farm
Business Management Educator Dayton Maxwell for a fun
and informative program that will equip dairy farmers to
manage milk price risk. Featuring presentations from FSA
Executive Director David Holck, Tristan Peterson from Crop
Growers Insurance, and Dr. Chris Wolf of Cornell University. The sessions will cover the following topics: Dairy Margin Coverage, Dairy Revenue Protection, Forward Contracting, and Determining if Risk Management is Right for my
Farm.
Legal Entities for Farm Business—Understanding LLCs
and Trusts
When: 1pm - 2pm on November 5 & 19, 2020
Where: Virtual meeting via Zoom
Cost: $10 per farm for both sessions
Register online: https://scnydfc.cce.cornell.edu/event.php?
id=1328
Register by phone: 607-391-2662
This 2-part virtual mini-series will cover LLCs and trusts,
two legal entities common among agricultural businesses.
The sessions will help farmers and rural landowners evaluate
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Get Set Up for Success with Cattle
Having a successful cattle business is about much more than
just buying a few head and putting them in a field. If you
want to turn a profit, you need to think carefully about your
goals, marketing strategy, appropriate breeds, and many more
details. With our Beef Cattle Management course, you’ll get
a much clearer idea of what is involved, whether it’s the right
fit for you, and if it is, what steps you need to take to get
started.
Register Now: Beef Cattle Management
This course is primarily for those just getting started (or
thinking of getting started) with a beef enterprise, but those
already raising cattle and seeking to improve or expand their
operation will find a lot of interest here too.
The bulk of the course happens on your own time, with discussions, readings, and assignments in Teachable, our online
course platform. To add to the experience, live webinars will
be held during the live instruction period — from November
4 to December 9,
2020, on Wednesday evenings at
6:30 p.m. ET.
These webinars
allow you to meet
on a weekly basis
to learn from presenters and ask
questions in realtime. If you miss
one, they are always recorded
and posted for
later viewing.

The New York Center for Agricultural Medicine and
Health (NYCAMH) is offering financial assistance to far m
operations for repairs and upgrades that help make for a safer
workplace. Funds of up to $5,000 are available on a firstcome, first-served basis to applications approved through the
John May Farm Safety Fund. For additional information, to
download an application or to see videos of funded projects,
go to https://www.nycamh.org/programs-and-services/johnmay-farm-safety-fund.php, call 800-343-7527 or email at
jmfsf@bassett.org<mailto:jmfsf@bassett.org>.

NYS Grown & Certified Opens Applications for Honey
Producers- NYS Grown & Certified has expanded to include
honey producers. To be eligible, honey producers must harvest 100 percent of their honey in New York, complete Cornell University’s Honey Food Safety Best Practices Manual
test, and label their honey products according to standards set
in the Best Practices Manual. Applicants must also submit the
Honey Bee Health Information form and have a bee health
inspection every two years. For more information and to apply, please visit certified.ny.gov.

Helping Farmers’ Markets Adapt to
Current Consumer Trends
Winter Webinar Series
In 2018, farmers’ markets in many areas of the country reported that they
were experiencing a decrease in customer attendance, resulting in declining
sales for their farmers’ and vendors.
The Farmers’ Market Federation of
NY, in partnership with Cornell Cooperative Extension of Broome County,
Communities Involved in Sustaining
Agriculture (CISA), NOFA VT, University of Maryland Cooperative Extension and the Maryland Farmers’
Market Association, launched a multistate consumer survey to learn consumers’ attitudes toward shopping for local
food at farmers’ markets. The results
formed the basis of the Consumer Survey Toolkit designed to help farmers’
markets recover their customer base
and regain sales for their farmers.
The Consumer Survey Toolkit was
launched in January 2020 with a series
of webinars to showcase the toolkit and
assist market managers to adapt their
farmers’ markets to mirror the needs
and wants of their customer base. The
goal was that farmers’ markets, farm
educators and farmers would be able to
use the toolkit to benefit their markets
for the 2020 farmers’ market season.
To assist farmers’ markets, farmers,
and farm educators in preparing for the
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upcoming 2021 farmers’ market season, and ensure the
continued resurgence in supporting local food purchasing,
the Farmers’ Market Federation of NY and Cornell Cooperative Extension of Broome County are hosting a series of
webinars to further showcase the SARE Consumer Survey
Toolkit. Each session will look at sections of the toolkit
with the goal of helping prepare farmers’ markets to better
reflect consumer attitudes toward shopping at farmers’
markets. Presenters will highlight the programs, services
and policies of markets of all sizes in urban, suburban and
rural areas.
All sessions are presented through a webinar format to allow maximum participation. You are invited to join any
and all sessions at no charge. But registration is required.
Please use the registration links for each session and register yourself for each session. A link to the webinar will be
emailed to you following your registration. To register for
the webinars, go to https://www.nyfarmers’market.com/
webinars.

NOFA-NY winter Conference goes virtual

webinars will be held during the live instruction period —
from November 3 to December 8, 2020, on Tuesday eveJanuary 16-23, 2021- Save the Date!
nings at 6 p.m. ET. These webinars allow you to meet on a
weekly basis to learn from presenters and ask questions in
Rooted in Resilience, our 2021 Winter Conference, will
real-time. If you miss one, they are always recorded and postinclude more than 60 virtual events, in addition to our key- ed for later viewing.
note speaker, Laura Lengnick, and the Northeast Organic
Seed Conference! And, we've extended the length of the
Composting for Market Gardeners and Farmers
conference from three days to a whole week – giving you
the opportunity to participate in even more than you would Thursday, November 19, 2020, 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
at the in-person conference. In the meantime, please take Interested in learning how to incorporate composting into
you market garden or small farm operation? Join Joshua
this short survey to help us host an event that fits your
Enderle, Cornell Cooperative Extension of Broome Counneeds. Thank you!
ty Recycling and Composting Educator, and Nichole Anderson, Catskill Cattle Farm, as we cover market garden,
manure, carcass, and winter composting. This workshop
How to Profit from Layers, Broilers, Turkeys, and Ducks will help you get started, improve your game plan if you
are already composting, answer any questions you may
Many new farmers get started with poultry because it’s a rel- have and provide you with many useful resources. This
atively low-investment enterprise with a fairly quick turnaworkshop will take place via Zoom on Thursday Novemround time from start-up to revenue. The margins can be slim ber 19th from 6-7:30pm. There is no cost for veterans to
though, and farmers need to develop the necessary skillset to
attend this workshop, $10 for the general public. Registraproduce a product that is both safe and profitable. Our course
tion is required.
on Poultry Production will help you get started with all the
basic information to build a successful poultry enterprise.

Register
https://reg.cce.cornell.edu/marketgardenercomposting_203
The course is for aspiring and beginning farmers seeking to
learn about poultry production and the marketing, processing,
and sales of poultry and poultry products in New York State.
While you do not have to be farming in NYS to benefit from
the production-oriented information in this course, the regulatory information covered is NYS-specific.
After completing this
course, students will:



Know the basics of
poultry production from
field to plate.



Have knowledge of
breed selection, production systems, flock management practices, and
cost of production.
Identify rules and regulations for the sale of poultry products to various
market outlets.
The bulk of the course
happens on your own
time, with discussions,
readings, and assignments
in Teachable, our online
course platform. To add
to the experience, live

Helping You Put Knowledge To Work
Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and Individuals with Disabilities and that provides equal program and employment opportunities.
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2020 membership dues—$99
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